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A MESSAGE FROM THE HBLASS BOARD
All five Hawke’s Bay Councils, the shareholders in HBLASS Ltd, have established a
vision of Hawke’s Bay Councils Delivering Service and Value through Collaboration.
The 2017/18 Statement of Intent identifies 10 key initiatives :

MahiTahi
COLLABORATION
PORTAL

•

Building Control

•

Training and Development

•

Water Testing

•

Parks

•

Information Services (IS)

•

Animal Control

•

17A Review

•

Legal Services

MahiTahi is a collaborative portal
that was developed by Bay of
Plenty LASS to connect leaders
in local government who want
to:

•

Archives, Records Management

DISCOVER who is doing what

•

Geographical Information Services (GIS)

CONNECT with others who
share the same objectives

This direction has created an exciting shift in thinking, planning and cooperation.
We are striking a balance between thinking regionally about the services for all
residents, while maintaining local action and implementation. And, we’re committed
to improving service and providing better value through collaboration. That’s how
we want to do business.

HBLASS BOARD
We welcome two new CEOs who have joined the board of HBLASS in 2017:
Monique Davidson, CEO Central Hawke’s Bay District Council and James Palmer,
CEO Hawke’s Bay Regional Council. We also want to recognise past board members
John Freeman, Andrew Newman and Fergus Power. Wayne Jack, Ross McLeod and
John Freeman (now interim CEO WDC) continue to serve on the HBLASS board
chaired by Craig Waterhouse.

COLLABORATE to deliver more
for less
If you are keen to find out
what other councils are doing,
want to share an active project,
or collaborate with others in
a particular area of council
business, we would like to hear
from you.
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OPEN SPACES HAWKE’S BAY
Parks managers from all councils have developed a Hawke’s Bay vision - a network of open spaces that are visible,
accessible, healthy, well-cared for, enjoyable and characteristically Hawke’s Bay.
As Hawke’s Bay increasingly becomes a destination of choice for tourists and also new residents, One View of Open
Spaces across Hawke’s Bay would significantly improve service and value. Open Spaces Hawke’s Bay includes a mix of:
•

Parks

•

Reserves

•

Recreational areas

•

Sports fields

•

Water front

•

Cultural sites

•

Dog park

•

Cemeteries

Whether you are looking for somewhere to walk your dog, a great day tramp or a skateboard park, we want to make it easy
for everyone to enjoy the special open spaces of Hawke’s Bay. For more information on this group’s plans and actions,
watch this space.

HBLASS GEOGRAPHICAL
INFORMATION SERVICES (GIS)
Hawke’s Bay has been a leader in Geographic Information Services
(GIS) and has the potential to lead again. Recently the GIS working
group explored a regional view of GIS and recognized there is a
need to focus on users and their needs, ensuring data, tools and
education are in place to support the growing need for GIS.
Synchronizing Aerial Photography will provide photographs, initiallly
for urban areas across Hawke’s Bay, of the same high quality across
all council boundaries. When stored in a central repository, the data
and visualization tools add significant value to users.
There is a core group of GIS experts in Hawke’s Bay. The group is
sharing expertise and exploring ways to develop and grow the skills
and capability that one council alone may not be able to do.

HBLASS INFORMATION SERVICES
Network efficiency and reliability are essential to councils’
operations and services. The IS working group is in the process of
specifying and selecting a vendor for Wide Area Network Services.
A plan for shared webservices is also underway. These intiatives will
improve service and reduce costs while maintaining a progressive
technology infrastructure.

COLLABORATION
Over many years, council leaders and managers have naturally explored best practices between Hawke’s Bay councils and
with other councils around New Zealand. Trust and working relationships are the foundation for progress and results.
In 2017/18 we intend to bring more focus to collaboration embedding practices in the way we work and strengthening
collaboration skills.
Our approach includes six important elements:
• Co-design - creating a shared view of the future. One common goal.
• Developing a broader Hawke’s Bay view while supporting actions that consider our local communities.
• A focus on service and value for the public. How can we best use the resources available?
• Support the council staff with the expertise, know-how and experience in doing the right things in the right way.
• Start and maintain open and honest conversations about possibilities, sharing challenges and joint solutions.
• Strengthening the shift from “Tell and Sell” to “Engage and Enable” with employees and the public.
What are the expected benefits?
• By stepping back and looking at the bigger picture for Hawke’s Bay and Hawke’s Bay residents, solutions will be more
creative, cohesive and effective socially, economically and environmentally - while delivering on local requirements.
• Through council employees working together in Hawke’s Bay - and with councils elsewhere – we can find better
solutions than any one council might find affordable. There are also opportunities for more efficiencies and leverage
in procurement.
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PRINCIPLES
The following Shared Services principles have been developed to guide
shared service activities:

Shared Services First
All business cases should consider a
shared service as the default model.

Evaluate all options and be
willing to change

Maintain and improve core
services

Consider all options as part of a
business decision with a preference
to Share Services first, collaborate and
compromise.

Core services will deliver an improved
solution via a shared services model.

Full justification for projects
A full business case and business plan
should underpin projects.

Democratic accountability and
governance
All joint board committees are fully
accountable to the partner authority
in terms of democratic accountability
and governance.

Standardisation
Strive for Best Business practice,
Efficiency and Excellence in all
processes.

Focus on collaboration
Focus on collaboration and sharing;
be prepared to accept compromise
as part of the great regional approach.

Transparency in Business Cases
Full disclosure and honesty
paramount/should be the norm.

is

Impact assessment
The impact of commissioning and
outsourcing on the scope and
sustainability of shared services must
be assessed.

Opt-out clause
While supporting the underlying
shared service model, opting out may
be due to business cycles, or business
specific requirements. The Council
CE should sign it off if opting out is
the best scenario.

Benchmark
While the Councils do not operate in
a directly competitive environment,
they are capable of and subject to
benchmarking and comparison with
all councils in New Zealand.

QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions about
HB LASS or any ideas which you
think could be of value to the
advisory group, talk to your Chief
Executive as a first step.

